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Calendar of Events—2013
Board Meeting, Sol y Luna, Laurel Park

Tue. Jan. 8,
6:30

January PCTU Chapter Meeting
Pardee Health Center Blue Ridge Mall
Charlie Glatzer—Wildlife Photography
tour from Alaska to the Falkland Islands

Thur. Jan 10
6:45

Board Meeting Flat Rock Wood Room

Tue. Feb. 5
6:30

February PCTU Chapter Meeting
Annual Fly Tying Meeting—Joe Moore
hosting

Thur. Feb 14
6:45

Chas Glatzer

President’s Message
Inside This Issue...

H

Chas Glatzer
appy New Year! May peace be with you throughout the coming
year.
I hope you all can make the chapter meeting on the
10th to help us kick off 2013 with flair. The program will be highlighted by or own chapter member and renowned wildlife photographer Chas
Glatzer. You don’t want to miss this one, as Chas
takes us on a trip to the clean, cold waters of Alaska.

It is all about the water. Back here in the Southern Appalachians, our
waters are not as cold and in many cases, not as clean, which makes
our collective TU chapter efforts so critical in our region. The North
Carolina Council of TU has recently created a Conservation Committee, to
help coordinate more regional efforts in coldwater conservation. Our chapter
has a seat on this committee (our own Conservation Chair John Rich), and
we look forward to identifying areas of need and formulating meaningful
and sensible action plans. Please feel free to discuss conservation issues with
any of our Board Directors.
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The need for conservation action is as critical as it has ever been. Land disturbance and deforestation on private and public lands is still the primary contributor to stream sedimentation, and we must remain vigilant in
protecting against this bane of aquatic life. The new menace on the scene is the loss of streamside shade as
more and more headwater hemlocks have fallen to the wooly adelgid. More intense droughts and greater extremes in summer temperatures due to climate change bodes for a potentially lethal rise in stream temperatures. Whether on public or private lands, protection and restoration of riparian trees and vegetation may be
our greatest need with regard to the water we fish.

In the face of great upheavals
A piscatoral cliff
Let’s forget the fish a moment
And focus our collective wit
On the stuff that floats our dun
The liquid oxygen
Let’s keep it cold and clean
For our sakes
And the fish.

Cheers,

Mark Byington

Pink Salmon heading upstream—British Columbia
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Charles (Chas) Glatzer, M Photog
Chas world-renowned, photographer for more than 29 years is one of the most respected,
knowledgeable, and sought after wildlife photographic instructors/speakers in the field. His
work has been celebrated internationally with over 40 prestigious awards for superior photographic competence demonstrated through photographic competition, advanced education,
and service to the profession. Chas owns Shoot the Light ® and hosts Instructional Photographic Workshops and Technical Seminars across the globe.
An accomplished keynote speaker at many prestigious events. His articles/images appear in
publications worldwide including Natl Geo, Outdoor Photographer, Digital PhotoPro, and numerous hard cover books, and reference manuals.

Photographer’s Website

www.shootthelight.com

Bob Huey- Board of Directors

I

grew up in a small community in upper S.C. After graduation from the
Citadel in Charleston, SC, and a 2-year stint in the US Army, I worked
with Southern Bell Telephone as an accountant and an Accounting Manager. I left Southern Bell and took a position as Assistant Controller and
Personnel Manager with a group of communications companies which later became Comporium Communications. In 1984, I started a residential
construction company as a side business while still employed in communications. The construction company grew to the point where I had to
give up communications.
As a boy I enjoyed fly fishing for bream and bass on farm ponds. For
approximately 40 years I was a duck hunting fanatic and have been a
long time deer hunter. I began trout fishing about 7 years ago, visiting this area often. My wife and
I moved to Pisgah Forest approximately 1 1/2 years ago and now I fly fish at least a little on most
days. I am active in the work of my church, St. Timothy's Methodist. I am a volunteer at the Pisgah Education Center and the Pisgah TU chapter.
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From the Editor

W

ith this issue of Snags & Snarls I begin my 7th year as editor. My first issue was way back
in January of 2007. I was using Adobe Pagemaker and had no idea what I was doing. I didn't know how to import text, so I retyped everything. And so, 68 issues later things have gotten better. I've found Microsoft Publisher easier to use and can now import text & photos.
Well, we’ve determined who the “mystery fisherman” was — Surprise! Surprise! It
was Joe Moore! Gordon Riedesel editor of the Basil W. Woods, Jr. TU newsletter
identified Joe’s photo from the December issue of Snags & Snarls.
You will notice that this month’s Snags & Snarls has a different look. I’ve been
checking various TU newsletters from around the country, and liked the appearance of TROUTLINE the newsletter of the Northern Virginia Chapter. I also liked the
typewriter idea used in Gordon Riedesel’s column Editor’s Soapbox, so I got my own.
I’m sure you will enjoy this month’s article Yellowstone Fishing 2012 by Chris Ellis, and
that’s not all—the February article of the month will be Yellowstone Fishing part 2.
On page 14 is an article the “Evolution of Bobbers” by Chris Scalley of “River Through Atlanta
Guide Services.” The article originally appeared in the 2012 issue of Newsline the newsletter of
the Upper Chattahoochee Chapter. My personal opinion - “you will catch a lot more fish using
strike indicators”. Jh
Chris Scalley was a speaker at our January 2008 meeting. His presentation
was Fishing the Chattahoochee and Cumberland tailwater rivers.

Welcome New Members
Richard Campbell
Ronnie Kilby
Joe Webb
Alexander Schenck
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December Roadside Cleanup

O

ur end of the year roadside cleanup was Thursday December the 13th.
Weather started out a bit chilly but was quite comfortable by the time
we finished. Although it had been only (7) weeks since our last pickup we
managed to collect (10) bags of litter.
A total of (10) members participated; John Johnson, Ross Fox, Jim Hamblin,
Ken Voltz, Jack Soyak, John Rich, Bob Huey, David Pierce, Clive Morris.
Coffee and scones were provided by Bracken Mountain Bakery in Brevard.
Next cleanup will be in March, please watch for announcement.
Thanks to all that participated this year, in total we collected (41) bags of litter!!
Tim Schubmehl

Tim Schubmehl
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Yellowstone Fishing 2012 part 1
By Chris Ellis

I

n August 2012 I made my second
trip to Yellowstone with the Curtis
-Wright Outfitters. After my arrival at
Bozeman, I took a detour to visit the
Museum of the Rockies to see the
dinosaur fossil exhibit. They had very
nice Triceratops fossils, but I was expecting something a little more extensive.
The trip was a week later than last year and we didn't
see any bears. Apparently they had already moved to the
high mountains to feed on pine nuts. This year I fished 4 new areas in the north part of the Park, and did a
float trip on a different section of the Yellowstone River outside the Park. Unlike the previous year with the
deep blue skies and puffy white clouds, the sky was very hazy from all the fires out west. The haze was noticeable on the flight to Bozeman for at least a hundred miles before our destination.
The first day we tried Tower Creek. This was also a small stream that Josh Garris recommended to us, but
we passed up the previous year. Tower Creek has a variety of fish and is surrounded by spectacular Lava cliffs
and a lot of old dead timber from the Yellowstone fire. I mainly
caught brook trout, but I also caught a brown. I traveled with Ken Dorman and Chuck Dauphine. Ken had a visit from a curious coyote that
came down to the creek to check him out. I spent too much time trying to catch
a large
Tower Creek Brook Trout
brown and
again ran out of time. This is another stream I want
to return to fish and explore. In the afternoon we
stopped by Lava Creek. We walked in a half mile
past some nice pools and the going got rough due to
fallen timber. Sitting on a moss covered bank of this
small fast shoot of a stream, I casually tossed a fly I
had just tied on, and pow, a brook trout grabbed it.
This was a surprise because of the speed of the run.
So I started skating a caddis fly though fast runs over
Tower Creek
and over with repeated strikes. I caught 6 fat brook
trout in the same short run, and I used this information later on while fishing fast water in the Lower Slough
Creek boulder field. Back at the car, Chuck informed me he found an Elk path over a hill that gave access to a
stretch of water without all the fallen timber. Maybe I’ll check this out next trip.
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Later in the afternoon, we fished the
lower Gardner River, and I caught a
large rainbow in big water again using
a similar technique.
The second day I started my fishing
in Pebble creek with Steve Herring.
This was a small stream that flows out
of a canyon. After a couple of small
lively cutbows (rainbow cutthroat hybrids), I moved into the steep walled
canyon of limestone blocks. I estimated the vertical cliffs were between 50
to 80 feet high. The stream careened
between large boulders and I caught
11 cutbows. The largest fish was 10
inches and I caught them all on my newly
created fly "Chris's Orange Ant". I fished
for 2 hours in the canyon but only made a
tenth of a mile before I needed to return
for our noon lunch rendezvous. The canyon was awesome and I really want to explore more of it in 2013 when I plan to return to Yellowstone.

Lava Creek

Chris’s Orange Ant

In the afternoon I fished Soda Butte below
the confluence with Pebble Creek with no
luck. Most of the crew reported similar results. Good fishing in the morning and "lock
jaw" in the afternoon.

Pebble Creek Canyon
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The next day was the long hike to the second meadow of Slough Creek. This trek started with a torturous
3/4 mile hike uphill (at least for me) with about 2 hours of walking to reach some of the best fishing in the
Park.
The start of the Slough Creek Trail

The wind was 10 to 15 mph this day and fishing was very difficult for most. Ken Dorman had a spot in the
lea of a large boulder and pulled in a wad of fish.

The first meadow of Slough Creek on our way back – Chuck hamming it.
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Ken's big trout - Second Meadow of Slough Creek

I had a large Cutthroat swipe at a fly once and then
he showed no more interest. Based on my experience
with a large brown on the Davidson River earlier in the
year, I tied on another fly pattern, a spruce moth, and
this time he took the fly. I landed this 18 inch Cutthroat,
my only fish for the day.

My fish at the second meadow of Slough Creek
I then moved further downstream and met Chuck Dauphine who had caught a few nice fish up against
the bank. We surmised that the trout kept to the shadows because of the threat from an Osprey looking
for his dinner. Just as I was prepared to try the bank, Chuck connected with a fish. After 5 minutes Chuck
was still working this fish, and I decided this might be a good opportunity for a picture. I hauled out my
camera and made my way across the gravel bars.
Chuck finally landed an 18” cutthroat.

Osprey

Since the 12 mile round trip takes 3 1/2 hours, we needed to start back, and I had to give up my
quest for a cutthroat against the bank. We were the last group to arrive back at the house. This was
the night the guides from Park’s Fly Shop came to dinner and gave a presentation on fishing in Yellowstone.
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Fishing on the Yellowstone from a drift boat is a fun experience. This year we caught an equal number of
white fish and cutthroat trout. Some interesting aspects of floating on the river are the wildlife and the rock
formations. I witnessed a bald eagle catch a trout and saw two osprey carrying a large trout. My largest
cutthroat on the Yellowstone had a damaged caudle fin from a probable eagle or osprey attack.
Guide Satoshi Yamamoto holding 16 inch Cutthroat with Osprey damaged caudle fin.

The ancient volcanic dikes and not so old hot springs flowing into the Yellowstone make for a visually
stunning boat ride. This year I left a handful of "Chris's Green Whopper’s" with our guide, who said he was
always interested in trying something new that the Yellowstone trout haven't seen before

Volcanic Dykes and Lunch on float trip across from hot spring

The most thrilling trip was one I had plotted using Google earth to the boulder fields on the lower Slough
Creek and the Lamar River. I had been talking about this for several days trying to drum up interest until
Chuck Delphine agreed to accompany me across country. Our first challenge was to find a way across the
Lamar to get to Slough Creek. I found that I could ford the swift river were the water was less than three
feet deep with baseball size or smaller gravel. Otherwise, the river was not safe to cross.
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The Lamar

Boulder field of Lower Slough Creek joining Lamar

Once across the Lamar we climbed the low hills with magnificent views until we came to the end of the
boulder field. Chuck decided to try the still water across from a herd of buffalo. I worked the fast water between boulders, and caught 11 rainbow all between 8 and 10 inches. Half I caught on the orange ant, and
the other half on a golden stonefly nymph. I was amazed that skating the ant or running the nymph through
the fast short runs was productive. The fish grabbed the fly just before it went over the falls.
Chuck and I ate lunch on the high bank above the slow water of the Lower Slough when the buffalo decided
to come down for a drink. We were prepared to move but they kept mostly to the other bank.

Yellowstone Fishing 2012 to be continued—February Snags & Snarls
SNAGS & SNARLS
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Fly of the Month – Chris’s Orange Ant
By Chris Ellis

E

xperimenting with craft foam, I came up with this orange ant a month before my trip to Yellowstone in
2012. I caught over 40 fish on this pattern in 5 days of fishing. The great thing is, it is very easy to tie
and the foam costs next to nothing. Although the foam floats, I usually add some silicone floatant.
On another note, I plan to offer a box of Green Whoppers and Orange ants at the next General meeting fly
auction. It was reported to me by John Johnson that the Green Whopper is continuing to be effective in the
Fall and I hooked 30 fish on a trip to Mills River prior to Christmas to verify this.
Materials:
¼ orange craft foam
6/0 brown or black thread
Short brown or black hackle
Size 14 emerger hook (larger or smaller hook sizes and
bodies can be effective
Instructions:
1) Cut with a curved nail scissors orange craft foam for ant body.
2) Wrap on a size 14 emerger hook 6/0 brown or black thread.
3) Wrap a small brown or black hackle to the middle of the hook.

4) Attach the foam body with four wraps in the middle and lift up the head and wrap 4 times
beneath it to anchor the body.
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5) With a hackle pliers wrap the hackle 4 or 5 times around the middle of the body.
6) Wrap the several times around the middle of the hackle with thread and continue underneath the head
to anchor the hackle and provide antenna.

7) Clip off the excess hackle, and push the head backwards and wrap the front of the head and
Whip finish to tie off the hackle.

8) Clip the hackles off even with the bottom of the hook.
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Evolution of Bobbers? Chris Scalley

W

hen a newbie client steps onto my boat I first try to calm them
by asking if they “cane-pole-fished” as a child. Many of them
immediately reply, “oh yes, me and Grandpa fished this way on my
very first fishing outing as a kid with worms and a cork”. I explain to
them that they will have made a full circle after this guided float trip with
me because you will be “cane-pole-fishing” with a fly rod today!
Many people get a little intimidated by fly fishing because of the “flyjargon” and expensive souped-up fly rods and equipment. In fact, when
I first started fly fishing around 30 years ago, I strictly fished dry flies
because I thought this was classic fly fishing and it was so nice to
watch a trout rise to my well-presented surface fly. Then I discovered
that 90% of a trout’s diet was sub-surface and I was forced to switch to
ymphs and caught many more fish. In those days, in order to see a
strike when dead-drifting your nymphs, we made sure to grease our floating fly 19 line and clean
it in an obsessive compulsive mannerr to add buoyancy in order to see the line hesitate on the
surface when the bite happened.
Not many years later our trend setters in the Rocky Mountain West introduced bobbers for the
fly rod or pardon me, “strike indicators”. At first we refused to stoop to this level! Fly fishermen
using “bobbers”??? Slowly but surely we learned that fly fishing with an indicator or bobber dramatically increased your hooking ratio ten-fold. We did not realize how subtle a trout’s bite truly
is.
To give an idea just how slight a trout’s strike is I like to tell clients that maybe out of say 200
trips in a year we may hook one or two trout deep enough to maim or kill the fish but most fish
are barely hooked on the outer edge of their mouth. Jimmy Harris of Unicoi Outfitters has a
great video he shows at one of his seminars on trout behavior of underwater footage of trout in
the Chattahoochee River in Helen, GA. The camera is mounted under water in a swift run where
trout are shown holding facing upstream waiting for a meal to wash into their feeding lane. In
this footage you will see a stonefly nymph drifting near the fish and, just as it drifts in range, the
fish darts over to pick it off in the water column then swallows it. The next time the trout sees
another supposed food item drifting it strikes again and quickly spits out a piece of woody debris. Can you imagine how many pieces of debris and real food items wash downstream into a
trout’s feeding lane in the course of a day? Trout become very good at mouthing their food
source before actually swallowing it so being able to see a strike is critical for success in fly fishing. Also worth noting is the trout’s uncanny sense of smell which I think also helps them distinguish food items.
I have heard fly fishermen call bobbers “fly suspension systems” but all I know is “that there are
sportsmen and then there are those who catch fish”. As a guide I am paid to increase your catch
rate and by upping your odds for detecting strikes I will call it whatever you want as long as fish
are being brought to net. Strike Indicators or bobbers for fly fishing come in a variety styles and
are made of different material that has buoyant qualities. Foam stick on types, synthetic yarn
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attached with a half hitch, party balloons with a half hitch too name a few. My favorite is the
“Thingamabobber” and is sold at most fly shops. It not only has the best name but truly performs
the best. This device has rubber O-rings so when you half hitch your mono leader through the hole
it does not slip and makes it easy to adjust. The Thingamabobber is made of light plastic designed
to trap air inside of the chamber so it floats like a beacon. This indicator comes in three different
sizes; small, medium, large and in a variety of colors. Size of the indicator can be important so you
have the correct buoyancy for various sizes and weights of nymphs. Color is key so you have contrast as you can watch vigilantly for a bite. Lastly the Thingamabobber casts nicely.

Chris Scalley The Guide’s Angle provided by River through Atlanta. River
trough Atlanta offers full service guide
trips, instruction and wing shooting.
Contact Chris Scalley, 770-650-8630,
www.riverthroughatlanta.com.

These are trout that have hatched for Tom Bushe at Hendersonville Middle School.
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Three Trout Streams I Will Never Fish Jim Hoskinson

M

y favorite fish is the brown trout. Its beautiful and hard to catch. I have
many more reasons, but that will do for now.

An article appeared recently in the Charlottesville, VA newspaper “The Daily
Progress” which I found disturbing. The Virginia Dept. of Game and Inland Fisheries set about to limit the spread of the non-native (exotic) trout —the brown
trout. Special regulations apply for three streams in the Shenandoah National
Park - the Rose and Hughes Rivers and Brokenback Run. Any angler who catches a brown
trout longer than 7 inches is obliged to keep it. Any angler who catches a brown trout shorter
than 7 inches is forbidden from keeping it, but also forbidden from putting it back. Instead, the
trout “must be disposed of away from the stream and away from park roads or trails.”
If I ever fished these streams, I would probably arrested for returning brown trout to the
stream. The article addressed the hypocrisy of the state which puts thousands of brown trout
into Virginia streams while advocating killing them in the Shenandoah National Park.
My concern has more to do with the so-called “native brook trout” which are being protected in
the park at the expense of wild brown trout. National Park Service policy mandates that
“exotic species will not be allowed to displace native species if displacement can be prevented”. Jim Habera Coldwater Fisheries Biologist Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency wrote
an article which states that “years ago in an attempt to restore the loss of native brook trout
fishery managers stocked brook trout from northeastern U.S’. They were unaware of the distinctiveness of the native fish and found the N.E. brookies easier to culture at hatcheries. As a
result “nonnative” hatchery brook trout were widely stocked for years, resulting in wild brook
trout populations consisting of native fish, hatchery descendants, and hybrids And so it would
seem that “this native species of brook trout” is itself partly a non-native fish.

The opinions of the writer are not those of Trout Unlimited or The Pisgah Chapter
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Pisgah Chapter Directory

Mentors List

President
Vice President.

Mark Byington
Chris Ellis

markb@byingtonla.net
chris.ellis@us.michelin.com

Secretary

Clive Morris

clivemorris@gmail.com

Treasurer

Skip Sheldon

shelhalla@bellsouth.net)

Past President.

Kiki Matthews

kikimatthews@bellsouth.net

Director

John Kies

johnkies@bellsouth.net

Director –Education

David Pierce

piercefordp@yahoo.com

Director

Charlie Dotson

cdotson7231@yahoo.com

Director
Director –Conservation

Joe Moore
John Rich

No e-mail
cosw@netzero.net

Director-Communications

Linda Byington

linda.byington188@gmail.com

Director

Bob Huey

dphuey@comporium.net

Director

Ed Hagerott

edhagerott@yahoo.com

Newsletter Editor

Jim Hoskinson

jimhosk@bellsouth.net

Chapter Members listed below are available to accompany one or two members who would like to learn more
about fly fishing in our streams. If you are just beginning
to fly fish, here’s an opportunity to get help from some
knowledgeable anglers.
Bob Daubert

693-6262

Steve Fromholtz

674-2450*

Dave Maxwell

894-0308

Steve Herring

749-9352

Dale Klug

243-6783

Legend: * weekends only

Snags & Snarls
Reference Phone Numbers

NC Wildlife Violations

Published twelve times a year by the Pisgah
Chapter of Trout Unlimited, a non - profit organization for its members and supporters.
Address comments to:
Snags & Snarls

800-662-7137

Fish Biologist - Lorie Stroup 828-877-3265 ext 219

PO Box 841

Water discharges on the Green River

Hendersonville NC
28793-0841

800-829-5253

http://www.duke-energy.com/lakes/scheduledflow-releases.asp
(TUXEDO)
Water discharges on the Nantahala River & Tuckasegee River
866-332-5253

E-Mail jimhosk@bellsouth.net
The Pisgah Chapter web site is:
http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org

OUR VISION
Pursue a future where healthy populations of native and wild cold water fish thrive in the Western North Carolina region for
following generations to enjoy.
OUR MISSION
Conserve, protect and restore cold water fisheries and their watersheds in the Western North Carolina region.
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